CONDITIONS
i) In case, after Pre-bid meeting (wherever applicable) any modification(s) / addition(s) /
deletion(s) or any alternation in the requirement(s) / specification(s) etc. is required, the same
will be placed on the IGIT website-www.igitsarang.ac.in, therefore, all the bidders are advised
to visit our website before filling / submitted their Quotations.
ii) The offered rates will be valid initially for a period of one year. The Institute can place
repeat order on same terms & conditions within this period.
iii) Acceptance of Quotation will be intimated to the successful Quotation through a Letter of
Intent (LOI) duly signed by the authorized signatory of the institution.
v) This Quotation is valid up to 180 days from the issue of quotation notification.
vi) The supplier will provide one year on site guarantee, and under guarantee period all the
damages items shall be repaired / replaced by the supplier at their cost and risk.
vii) IGIT's officials can visit the work place of successful bidder and can review the progress
of work and can instruct regarding quality aspect.
ix) The rates quoted by the bidder shall be complete for supply and installing of the finished
items as per the specification(s) and shall be inclusive of all applicable tax, duty(ies) loading,
unloading, packing, transportation to IGIT, sarang installation etc. and nothing extra /
additional shall be payable on these rates.
xi) Conditional Quotation will not be accepted.
xii) Successful bidder will be required to submit schedule of activities to complete the work
order (day wise/Date wise) with technical bid document.
xiii) The supplier has to ensure the rectification of defects within three days of the complaint
during the period of guarantee.
xiv) AMC charges will be mentioned in the Quotation.
xv) The Quotationer is required to submit one year on site Guaranty i.e. to replace, the
damaged equipments during the guarantee period or repair.
xvi) The authority reserves the right to accept or cancel any or all Quotations without
assigning any reason there-of.

